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ABSTRACT
The justification for the Choasky-Halle Auxiliary

Reduction Rule III, called Pretonic Stress Placement (PSP), is
questioned from the point of view of the native speaker. The
similarity of the PSP and the Main Stress Rule (NSR) is examined
through the application of these roles to polysyllabic monomorphemic
and polymorphemic words. This analysis is based on the hypothesis
that the native speaker divides polysyllabic words considered by the
linguist to be monomorphemic, such as Nonongahelau and "Oklahoma,"
into two morphic units. For these words the PSP is found to be a
repetition of the dsR in that two cycles through the flSR achieve the
results of the PSP without the addition of the latter rule. Indirect
evidence for the nativc speaker's hypothesized morphic division is
found in the morph reshaping processes of clipping and iconic
reshaping of loanwords. The need for further attention to speakers'
intuitions about lexical analysis is stressed. (KM)
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There is a formidable-lookilig rule introduced in
the Chomsky-Halle rules for Enrlisn stress called Aux-
iliary Reduction Il in The Sound i-attern or kinglish
(Chomsky-nalle 1968) or Auxiliary Reduction III in
Inglish Stress (Halle- Keyser 11-171). (Although the de-
tails of the rules :iffer somewhat in the two books, I
shall cite toe rules as they are i,iven in the latter
book, since it seems to revise intentionally earlier
versions or thi, rules. but I rely on the discussion
in both books.) This rule, which I shall call Pretonic
Stress Placement, or PSk, ls number 4 on the list of
rules on the next pare. It is part of this rule that
I wish to consider in this rarer.

I do not question this rule because it looks so
formidable (althourth that might make one pause), nor
because it doesn't work. As far as I can tell, it
does work very well. I intend to raise questions about
the justification for the rule from the point of view
of the native speaker. if one begins to tamper with
inter - related ruiesowhat results may resemble the jumble
of parts in a three-speed bicycle gear changer. It may
be ipossible to Fat anything to work again. Therefore,
I intend to accent the rest of the Chomsky-Halle-Keyser
rules as I discuss this one. The list of rules on the
next page includes the pertinent rules for my dis-
cussion, some of them oeing simplified for the sake of
exposition.

Chomsky, Halle, and Keyser indicate doubts about

%.1111
1-SP, because its first line resembles their formulation
of the Stress Rule; they particularly mention the
weak cluster principle that is found in both rules. A

4.46 comparison of wain Stress Rule subparts la and lb with
PSG subparts 4a And 4b will reveal this parallelism in
the rules. Halle and Keyser admit that "at present...
this parallelism can not be formally expressed in our

.4 notations because the Lain Stress Rule cannot be ordered
next to the PSP rule... . This may be due to a short-
coming in the notational apparatus or to a lack of un-
derstanding on our part concerning the phonetic process-
es or both" (1971:50). I intene to make some suggestions
for a deeper understanding of some of these phenomena.

PSP assigns some degree of stress (tertiary, in
Halle-Keyser; secondary, in Chomsky-Halle) to vowels in
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syllables left stressless after applications of the
Main Stress Rule, thus preventing these vowels from
undergoing the vowel reduction rules. 1SP 4c assigns
a tertiary stress to strong Ilusters as in words like

asb#stos, nd antin: although there are
exceptions like confetti and Atlanta. It may not be
the case that there is a tertiary at the phonetic
level in all these words. I am more interested, however,
in PS? 4a and 4b. There are at least three classes cf
words that these subrules apply to. First, there are
such lengthy polysyllabic, monomorphemic words as

4.111EaLly, alamazAo, and ilahLia,
whose initial syllables are stressed by these rules.
The second group of words contains polymerphemic ones

like ;verthrtlsw, saperAse, and Attomobile, which ale not
treated like complex or compound words, and whose initial
syllables are stressed by these: rules. Tue filial set of
words, which I will not have space to discuss here, are

those like haltition and rglaxatlon, where the first
syllable has more stress than the second even though
the second syllable receives the main stress in the
plain verb form.

Let us first consider the lengthy polysyllc.b7eL; not
formally analyzable into smaller There are many
non - native proper nouns in this lis w which includes
worts such as mulligatawny, Winalpesauket, Monongahela,
Oklahoma, Oonestoga, rhoodendron, Ooriolanue, and
Alexander. According to rigorous anguistic analyses,
such words contain only one morpheme. I suggest, how-
ever, that the native speaker may well divide them into
two morphic units. (I shall call the native speaker's
units morpns, and the linguist's, morphemes. Frequently,
of course, morphs and morphemes coincide, but not, I
arcLde, in words like these.)

Let me illustrate how this putative morphic analy-
sis affects stress placement before I try to support it
with other evidence. Un the next page I illustrate stress
placement, both with and without this analysis, for Winai-
Pesaukee 11.onongatela, and Oklahoma. In my proposed
analysis I assume a division for each word into two
morphs. Each morph besides 'Alinnipe- would be stressed
by Main Stress lb on the penult. Winnipe- is stressed
by ;lain Stress la, which ignores two weak clusters and
places stress on the antepenultimate syllable. Main
Stress lb will apply on the second cycle to tue penulti-
mate syllable of each word reducing the primary stress
assigned in the first morph of each word. The stressed
syllable rules lc and ld do not apply, since the primary
stress is not on the final syllable. Finally, Stress
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Adjustment 3' reduces the initial streL:s to a tertiary.
The derivvtion is much like that of comrlex nouns like

paralle3lepipe4 (Chowsky-dalle 1968:102). Incidentally,
division of Winnipesaukee into Winni- and -matiglig2
does not change the results.

comparison of the iroposed Analysis with the Chomsky-
Halle Analysis

Proposed Analysis

1 u.ain Stress Is
1 Lt,in Stress lb

2 1 lain stress lb

......1.
1

Stress
Adjustment 3'
1,34a ___1__ I

, a-i .31\ 6 monongahEld's
!gain Stress is

gonong

Chomsky-Hvlle
Annlysis

wiraiipesitUkee

1

1

2 1

3 1

1.1.01110110.0.1...1.

6.1tviomiis3N

Lt.ain Stress lb 1

Main Stress lb
Stress Adj. 3'
}SP 4b

is4ain Stress is
1 Stress lb 1

LNOklab.0mRN

2 1 Lain Stress lb
1 Stress Adj. 3'

-PSP 4b 3 1

Let me note at this point that my analysis, if su-
portable, explains why P31 and the Main Stress Rule are
so similar. The tertiary stress on PSP is placed either
two or taree syllables before the primary stress depend-
ing on where the primary stress would have been placed if
this phonological portion had been considered to be an
independent morpheme. That is to say thattfor words
such as these, ESP must be formulated as it is because
it is a redundant ad hoc device which resembles the Main
Stress Rule simply because it is a repetition of the
iain Stress Rule. If the hypothetical morphic division
assumed here approximates the native speaker's intuitiono,
two cycles through the Main Stress Rule achieve the re-
sults of PSP without the addition of that rule. What I

1,1 rl'wt-4441gr',11%.27 'Aft" r17' ;;; ialF6', !pi
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have just observed about words like these applies equal-
ly well to many other such words with no more problems
than thl Chomsky-halle analysis would have.

Let me briefly consider words with final stress
A

like hrdamazoo. number 6 contrasts the Chomsky-Halle
analysis with mine. Notice that for the Chomsky-Halle
analysis the word must be marked as an exception to tne
Alternating Stress Rule 2, for it would otherwise pro-

duce lialhmado. For my analysis both the stressed syl-
L,,ble rule, Stress lc and Alternating Stress 2
must be blocked, for eitner would produce the form
3 1

4alarinzgo. 1 suggest tr1 &t for proper nouns analyzed in-
to two stems a readjustALent rule wouli predict iu a
single word boundary (*) oetween the stems. Both the
stressed syllable rule and Alternating Stress will be
blocked by this boundary. Thus I can eneralize the
rule-blocking conditions on such words in a natural way,
not avails le to Chomsky end Halle. Some other words like

this are Tfmbuktu1 , TIPPecanoe, and perhaps TJnnesIe. It

is also possible that some form of the CompREAEle 3
applies to such words in place of the analysis I have

given.

(6) Comparison of Analyses for 4alamazoo

Proposed Analysis

kaiamaisrszooi_d
1

2
=...43

Lain Stress la
1 Main Stress le

1 Main Stress le
1 Stress Adj. 3'

PS? 4a

Chomsky-Halle
Analysis

r kalamazoolli
14

1

ageMM,1001.1NPVIMMOIMWM.
In illustrating and discussing my analysis, I have,

of course, been also really arguing for it. Before of-
feriae. additional arguments, let me remark that Chomsky,

and lieyser are not at all certain that we under-
stand the internal structure of lexical units. Let me

quote at length a disclaimer from English Stress 0971: 20:

The question of how words are constituted
from more primitive elements such as roots,
stems, and affixes is one of the least un-
derstood problems in modern linguistics.
We are unfortunately not in a position to

gr-rr t 7'4, Psicalist 4r1Irldra"rrr"FT v
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to shed much new light on this matter.
Therefore we shall assume without dis-
cussion or justification that a grammar
contains rules of word formation and
that one of the effects of these rules
is the correct placement of word bound-
aries in strings of morphemes, that is,
in strings composed of primitive ele-
ments. As a first approximation we pro-
pose that word boundaries are assigned to
all sequences of morphemes that consti-
tute a member of a lexical category, i.e.,
a noun, verb, or an adjective. As our
discussion develops, however, we shall
see that this strai7htforward principle
is not fully adequate.

As may be apparent by now, I am not even sure that we

can yet always know the morphemic structure (or morphic

structure, at any rate), let alone the internal bracket-

ing.
I have suggested that the native speaker makes a

morphic analysis that may differ from the linguist's

morphemic analysis. If a word does not break down into

units that recur elsewhere, the linguist does not recog-

nize any smaller units within it. I think it lieely

that tre ni.tAve speaker is not bound by this constraint

that the partial unit must recur. Instead, he has cer-

tain expectations about the size of root morphemes, ex-

pectations based on the large number of words that he

has previously encountered. Most words of more than

three syllables can be analyzed into smaller units.

Therefore, if he encounters new words of excessive

length, he is likely to break them into morphic units,

tacitly assumiag,if these are unique morphs, that he

just has not run into otner words in which they might

occur.
I am not prepared to prescribe the exact maximum

norphic length for Englisn although it is probably at

about three syllables with a sincle heavy stress. Some

few words, like mahvany perhaps, might be exceptions.

The optimum length is probably one syllable. Nida, in

discussing the canonical form of English morphemes, notes

that although they could theoretically be of any size or

shape, they seem to be quite short. The most compli-

cated shape that he mentions is two syllables long, ex-

emplified by goulash and talmud, which are borrowed

words with some stress on both syllables. Most English

roots, he says, are monosyllabic (l952:65-66).

My proposal may seem repugnant because of the dif-

ficulty of verifying it. However, the difficulties as-

sociated with my view of lexical structure are no greater

NIMir --rir rdrrsar 'raw oil rf-ir Igor- Nun..
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than those associated with our present views of syn-
tactic and phonological structure. It would be simpler
if linguistic structure were transparently analyzable
from s taxonomy of the linguistic signal. In our at-
tempt to write grammars tnet model those of the native
speaker we have learned to formulate new analyses less
directly verifiable, but based on indirect evidence and
on the principle of simplicity. Since 1 have already
argued on tne lz.Lter 7roundL-., I will turn to the in-

direct eviaence.
There are ht least two kinds of orrh reshaping

processes that can be Llte, .ted as evidence in favor
of .1!r nypothesis. One of u rrf is clippinr, which regular-
ly reJuces word lenth to t.:o syllables or less. back-
clippintr, the deletion of the end of a word, as when
advertisement becomes ad, is more frequent than fore-
clippin6, which re-noves the beOnning of the word, as
when telephone becomes phone (W.urchand 1969:444-445).
Such word shorteninF, occurrinK in more frequently
used words, indicHtes, 1 suryeat, an intuition about
normal morphic shape. Although a word nay be clipped
at a morpheme boundary, as in plane from airplane, it
may be clipped across sucn a boundary, as in ad rib :ram
ad libitum or the clipped form may stop short orir
boundary, as in doe from doctor. blarchand says that
"the clipped part, is not a morpheme in the linguistic
system (nor is the clipped result, for that matter),
but an arbitrary part of the word form" (1969: 441) .
Against his position tnat clipping* is only a phonolog-
ical procesb, I would counter that, whether phonolog-
ically shaped ur not, the end result does indicate a
morphic analysis: new free forms are created and then
treated as retular morphemes. The native speaker does
not always make a careful linguistic analysis, but he
does make a lincuistic analysis. For example, burger
is a fore-clipping of hamburser, vlolatin the original
morphemic coundary, and has become a new combining form
in army other worts: cheeseburfer, beanburger, taco-
burger, etc. It is interestinr to note that tire of
the imp: unanalyzable polysyllable' listed Ly Chomsky

and trve teen c] roped in one way or another.

Stwey is lormed from 201a12ga, the morph with main

stress bcomint.,, an independent morchs..v. In the clipped
adaptation Okie the morph with tertiary stress becomes
the basis of the new form. And Alexander has two
shortenings: Alex and Alec, both Lased on the first

part of the word.
Another kind of morph reshaping occurs in the

lexical reanalysis sometimes called "folk etymology."

I quote part of Reim° Anttila's discussion of this

r 411111 leg." .. II*. I, 41 FW-1 R n F" or ow, i rr'
r
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phenomenon (19): 92):

Loanwords pre often subject to this, be-
cause they are unanalyzable in the adopt-
ing language and have forms unusually
long compared with the ectublished mor-
phemes of the 11,,nguage. A word like
tillarAzus is rather long for one mor-
pheme in Enlish and gave way to sparrow
p.rnss, wriich more or Iris retains the name

number of consonants. What is imT?ortant

is thNt the form is now a compound Luilt

up of known elements. There is even
fair aOUNt of seNantic juEltitication iu

th;lt Lhe veetaLle is a kind of grass.

After civinfx more examples of total morphemic rein-

ternrettftion with semantic: justification, ne says:

semantic justification is not a pre-

requisite, because foym is after all inde-

pendent of meaning. hhen cucumber gives

cow cumber, or Ojibwa otchek--woodchuck,
part of tne arbitrary form still retrains,

but the arbitrary part is shorter and the

total seems to fit tne rest of the vocabu-

lary better oecause of the native pass-
port in the first part.

such iconic reshaping shows more obviously than clip-

ping does the morphic analysis of long words by the na-

tive sneaker. It is worthy of note that a meaningless

morph like cumber msy remain. I suggest, of course, that

in words li1fanipesaukee and '4:innesota the morphic

analysis may occur without obvious iconic reshaping of

the meaningless morphs.
The reshaping of otchek into woodchuck, bride oom

into bride_groom, and samblind into sandblind g ves us

some clue about the canonical shape=gEgash morphemes.

The cause of reshaping is probably the inherited stress

on both syllables of epch word. The speaker needs to

make morptic sense, if possible, out of usaa in bride-

49.21.4 for it to retain the stress it would have bad. ir

the Old English v=ord for "man," Ego. The canonical

shape for roots seems to be a single stressed syllable

with an optional unstressed syllable. The maximal shape

will include an additional unstressed syllable or, oc-

casionally perhaps, may allow stress or each of two syl-

lables as in E21112212, which, however, is more likely

than other words to be analyzed as two morphs.

Let me now turn to compounds like overthrow and

superpose. Number 7 contrasts the Ohomsky-Halle

M! OM P".1/0 I
e ".' -ttv."-.41/..*Linle 141Prie4r 4i
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analysis with mine. They ussume no bracketing for
tha prefixes in these words, since they :'re not major
lexical items. In overthrow, which is similar to
Laperukil, 1,,ain Stress le assigns primary stress to the
lust sylLibie. Alternating Stress 2 would be blocked
by a word boundary before throw. On the second cycle,
alter le has vacuously ilpprrigr: PSI assigns tertiary
stress to the first syllable of the prefix. Also
superilpose woula be Flil3riy, lin! ts in
iiinni.pesaukee, wit : imit;:te the Math Stress hule
ix. assi nine; tertiary Str0.16 throe t:yilrfbles bncx, again
puttintr it oa the firc:t syllable of the prefix. I pro-
ro,:ie a seTarate tracketilw of ttpt ;refix, tentatively
laocied 1-&.*IX. I teen assume th'! r)m,iknmer.t of major
stresses to both the prefix +r:d rota in words like
overt:Irow Eind the reassinment of stress, on the root in
the second cycle, redlxif:g the stre:: cm trie nrefix.

o.14..rommorm.,...=romm000mo
0)Cmrtirison ox' analyses for overthrow Chomsky-halle

lrotosed analysis analysis

CT cPv e r].F tVthr°1373V
Over EvthrOWVIlf

1
Main Stress lb

1 Dmain Stress Is 1

1 Wain Stress le 1

I Stress Adj. 3'
i-Sk 4b 1

IMINIMMINMPM.R.MOMMMIiMINNWMMO.M..0116. N.MMMMIMMIIMMIMI~M.

There are indirect justifications for my analysis.
First, it horks andlorously to tne analyses I have been

discussing. Furthermore, I should like to treat disyl-
labic prefixes like over and Auer (which may be mono-
syllabic in underlying pnonologicel structure) as paral-
lels to certain monosyllabic prefixes. Chomsky and
Halle do not give prefixes the attention they deserve.
The nepative prefixes regularly receive tertiary stress.

For example, in hible, ancifrtain, tnipt anc6k, 2m;ral,

etc. Another preTri7enerally show ng sucrirFiss is
out as iu the verb outbid. The evidence is strong, then,
that these prefixes are fully stressed at some point in a

derivation. FISP 4e will not assign tertiary stress on

the prefixes in words like unable and inept, which have

weak initial clusters. If it is assumed that each mor-
pheme received a primary stl%ss in the first cycle of the
stress rules, then the primary stress placement in the

final morpheme during the second cycle and the stress re-

1
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duction Iule would account for the tertiary stree on
words like overthrow and inlikt.

isefore coucludinK, I-wiih to remark again that I
have not nod the space to consider alternations like
exalt and exaltation, Wiere some kind of pretonic stress
placement may apply. If it does, I sur;Test that it does
not involve the weak cluster prkneinle of the latin
Stress pule.

In conclusion, lot ta,-! vny thrtt. my prponuls about
the Fretonic strt..ws ru1M, whilo tot. or, bil

Trobiems, rave imrortant CO nl;wiupn,trt. Firilt, a reiun
flacy in the tActtoments of th ,.;.tin aroqu; kola PLW

Second, 1 imlit;t f.rtfruf, silAeut,ion

must t)e gives to tl.e 4ueotio:i of -le:41v,L. intuitInnu
Lout lexical :InslyEds and rule aioliA:Ht.i(,.6. l iApt,rte

with ChOTF:q, aud heyz,;er tLtt, ti. .e KW:r4

much more about lexic.A. analysis. AmrLicucsrly, need
to tIlve more study to prefixation and to nativr, i,4,eakers'

intuitions about it. Finally, let xr.: suex,eut P,Nrt;

way of acquirinE evidence u; on v.hich to th(torize i3
subzit a written list of difficult end colarivt,4
to native speakers in order to see how their rui.e4
ate on unfamiiiar words. I find it interesting that 4en-

yon and Anott (1944) report the stress pattern Arpsicho-

re for the noun and Iirminaan for the adjective while

Webster's Seventh Collet .ate reports Arpsichore, and

either arpsichorian, t ros chorLn, or Jrpsicdirean.
Such variations testify to analyses based on written,
not oral, encounters with words like this and remind us
that nntive speakers' intuitions vary. A classful of

students opted for-tgrpsichiSreen, my own private pro-
nunciation derived from reading, not hearing, the word,
which presumably reveals something about my active rules.
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